SocrateTimesheet

Mobile app for
timesheet in
construction

Enter timesheet in real time,
from the construction site, from any device
Track and manage your workforce from your mobile phone. Get
accurate information on site, detailed at the level of projects, phases
and subphases and reduce labor costs! By processing the hours worked
on the project, the costs and profitability are calculated in real time. All
data in the SocrateTimesheet mobile application is securely stored in
the cloud for immediate and anywhere access.
SocrateTimesheet also streamlines all other processes arising from
timekeeping: human resources management, payroll, etc. The
implementation of a timekeeping management solution can be an
important criterion for obtaining ISO certifications.

SocrateTimesheet is a BITSoftware product

www.bitsoftware.eu

Record timesheets in real time from
any mobile device (Android, iOS)
Keep track of time worked on projects,
phases, subphases and activities
Get reports with accurate and detailed
working hours on each employee
Eliminate errors and omissions from
paper time records
Integrate SocrateTimesheet with
other software used in the company
through the API

SocrateTimesheet Functionalities

Select the current day for
timesheet ± 1 day

Select the person who
enters data - employee or
team leader

Select the project for which
the timed hours are
introduced

Allocation of hours in the
project by phase and
subphase

Data backup and
integration with
SocrateCloud

Activity report for each
employee with working
hours for the current

Highlight daily, monthly
and overtime hours

Timesheet history per
employee
Allocation of individual,
normal or overtime hours

Who can use the application?
The application is intended for site managers
or team leaders, those responsible for keeping
track of hours worked.

How can I access the application?
The application can be accessed from any
mobile device, phone or tablet, connected to
the internet, regardless of the operating system.

Can the entered data be corrected?
The user has the possibility to modify the
records made. These corrections can be made
from the mobile application, on the day of
operation or the next day.

Can the entered data be corrected?
The user has the possibility to modify the
records made. These corrections can be made
from the mobile application, on the day of
operation or the next day.
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